
MALE MIXED BREED

SANTA FE, NM, 87507

 

Phone: (505) 983-4309 

Call or text with any information

ADOPT DOG
A CRY FOR HELP FOR OUR FURRY FRIEND

Ralphs Adoption Fee is Sponsored by Meow Wolf until 

10/15/22! Meet Ralph! He is hands down one of the most 

adorable fur buddies we have here at our shelter. Ralph is 

a 2-year-old mixed-breed male whos looking to settle into 

a warm and loving home. He currently weighs about 35 

pounds. Before arriving to the shelter Ralph was lost, 

confused and very much scared of the unknown. Its not a 

surprise if he is coming in as a stray. That fear has then 

transferred over to her daily life. Ralphs behavior seemed 

to be holding him back from reaching his full potential. It 

takes time for him to trust and embrace the love your 

offering. Once he finally cracks, he is a whole new love 

bug! Our awesome behavior team has worked so hard on 

improving his confidence and were slowly seeing his 

improvement. Ralph is an energetic, playful dog who 

transitions very quickly among ball fetching, toy shaking, 

tugging on the giant rope, and playing keep away. He also 

enjoys running, hed certainly love to run along with you by 

his side. If you have other dogs at home, we encourage 

you to bring them along for a Meet n Greet. Ralphs 

adoption fee is $130. He is neutered and microchipped and 

has age-appropriate vaccinations. A licensing/microchip 

fee may apply. Santa Fe Animal Shelter is proud to partner 

with GoodPup! Dogs learn best in familiar, comfortable 

environments with few distractions, so GoodPup training 

happens at home. Short, focused sessions allow your dog 

to concentrate and guided daily practice quickly cements 

new skills. Meet with a top-rated, expert dog trainer each 

week, on 1-1 video calls, while learning essential skills that 

solve any unwanted dog behavior. Best of all, anyone who 

adopts a dog from us will receive 1 FREE week of dog 

training, plus 10% off for life on future activity. In addition, 

GoodPup will donate to the SFAS! Learn more at 

links.goodpup.com/ten
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